RETREAT- An environment is provided where students can retreat from their usual daily
grind of business, ministry or relationship needs and seek the Lord during these courses.
Students are encouraged to separate themselves unto the Lord from anything that
could distract them from totally dedicating this time to the Lord.
REFLECT- Classes, praise and worship, and mandatory individual devotional training
times are designed for the students to reflect on God's word in their lives and develop a
sensitivity to the Holy Spirit's leading for their future. Students learn how to study their
Bible for themselves in the Sunday morning Bible study training course.
RESIST- Institute policies are designed to help the student resist anything that could
prove to be a distraction, i.e., their business, audio or visual stimuli, or hindering
temptations, so that the student benefits and receives all God has planned for them in
their time at the Institute. Come Away My Beloved!
REST- Afternoons, Sabbath (Saturdays) and playtime are encouraged as times to rest
and recoup from arduous lifestyles.
REBUILD- Classes and afternoon group sessions aim to instruct the student in how to
identify and rebuild shaky or absent foundations and boundaries. All students take
several personality tests and individual spiritual giftings tests to help them identify and
appreciate their uniqueness and better equip them for their future.
RESPECT- The environment of the Institute is constructed upon a respectful and
honorable family unit where each student is as concerned about the needs and lives of
the other students as themselves.
RELEASE- The student will be more able to fully identify the actual combined grace gifts
and callings in preparation for the prayer night during the last week of each Institute.
The prayer night is a time of impartation for each student to release their gifts,
according to the combined faith and agreement of the staff and students.

